
 
 
 
 

RURAL YOUTH MINISTRY 

 

Introduction 

  My Christian growth was well nurtured when I was in my youth group in my rural local 

church. There are very few reasons that I can offer as to why youth work in the rural areas should 

not flourish and become the foundation of a better urban youth ministry. 

Many efforts has been put forward in trying to arrest the rural youth decay in our local churches. 

Biblical and to a greater extent, non-biblical practices have been formulated to try and keep the 

youth in church. It can be said that the effort put forward and the results on the ground portrays a 

disconnect between those who host the efforts and the rural youth. This however should not be 

seen to undermine the work already done but should serve as a wakeup call for churches to do 

more than the ordinary. 

The rural youth is eager to be shown the value of being a responsible youth in the church. 

They look forward to that moment that they can be used by the church. Perhaps some of the 

answers to the church that has a decaying youth work may lie closer than we think. Most of the 

weakness in Christian ministry among the rural youth is the failure to understand the nature of 

the Church. So the failure can be attributed to taking the Bible insufficiently seriously. This 

among others are key to my presentation. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

WHAT IS RURAL YOUTH MINISTRY 

Defining youth  

According to Oxford Advanced Learner’s dictionary/international student’s edition 2010 – the 

word youth has been defined as follows:- 

  The time in life when a person is young, especially the time before a child becomes an 

adult. 

 The quality or state of being young 

 The age that falls between childhood and adulthood 

Facts And Figures  

Kenya Demographics according to 2009 census: source KBS 

 Young people below the ages of 14 years accounted for 42.92% 

 Young people between the ages of 14-34 accounted for 35.39% 

 Adults above the age of 34 years accounted for 21.69% 

 

The distinguishing aspect of the discussion is three fold. Age, Attitude and Location.  

One can be called a youth based on his/her age.  Age definitions vary quite considerably. The 

United Nations defines youth as all individuals aged between 15 and 24. While the world 

development report which focuses on the “Next Generation” expands the definition of youth to 

include all young people aged between 12 and 24. The Kenyan Government seems to favour 

ages from 15 to 35 and for political reasons they also include those around 45 years. However a 

youth in the rural area can be anyone who is not too young so he/she cannot be a child and one 

who is not too old to be an adult. Rural youth are not necessarily defined by their age but by the 



 
 
 

circumstance they may be in.  Since their location is defined by traditional communities, their 

lives are structured by cycles of human life. So that one can be seventeen years but has a child 

and so she finds herself not within the defined group of youths but within the group of married 

women and thus a mother in all aspects. Early marriages which are rampant in the rural areas 

dismantles the youthfulness in a young person since the traditional structure demands such an 

individual to start participating in the affairs not of youths but of mothers. 

The rationale to define rural youth with the location is important since one can either be 

rural or urban. However, the definition of youth as either being rural or urban has become 

increasingly difficult especially with the expansion of Peri-urban areas where large proportions 

of the population rely on agricultural activities to meet their livelihood needs. This may be 

defined as a paradox and thus the need for churches and other organization dealing with the rural 

youth to invest more especially in finding the appropriate mechanism to reach and transform 

them for God. 

Most rural towns are slowly becoming peri-urban so that in Muranga, issues like 

prostitution can be noted, phenomena mostly found in urban towns. The city is also encroaching 

to the rural space so that the city culture is spreading like bush fire among the rural youth. Most 

of those living in these towns are confused since they don’t know who to become as the urban 

culture and rural culture are in competition. The cultural demands (expectations from seniors) of 

the urban youth are less compared to the rural youth. Youth as an explorative age demands its 

freedom to discover and initiate his/her discovery to the community and this is the most difficult 

thing to the rural youth who cannot be allowed by the demands of the cultural rural community. 

Youth want not only to be seen but demand a hearing. 

 



 
 
 

 

SPIRITUAL FORMATION OF RURAL YOUTH 

 

Rural youth ministry must focus on the youth as a group that experiences changes both from 

within and from without. They must be viewed as group who need a listening ear in order for 

them to experience God.  

 

a. What is the youth’s understanding of the church? Do they understand what is the vision 

and mission of the church? Do they know why the church exists? 

b.  How deep is our understanding of the Church institution or organization? 

             -    Its vision – desired destination 

 -   Its mission – the vehicle to desired destination 

-    Its values? 

c. Do they have skills and expertise? Can these skills be used any way in the operation of the     

congregation and parish? 

Key areas to ponder 

 

Why is the youth service so important? Any church must present itself as a universal 

church. It must resist the temptation of becoming a youth church, a class church. It must resist 

the temptation of becoming a self-selecting in its membership. Youth service is necessary only 

when a clear understanding has been achieved but should be discouraged when the youths 

themselves don’t see the need to be with the other church membership for whatever reasons. 



 
 
 

 

Do the rural youth understand self sacrifice? Youths must be taught to love the church 

and to belong to it. The authentic New Testament attitude to church services is one of self 

sacrifice. The youth must be taught to accept that the old are with them and cannot do all what 

they can do. For that reason they must sacrifice and vice versa. 

 

Jesus Our Model in the Youth Ministry. 

We need to note some significant features of Jesus’ method of ministry that Youth has embraced:  

• First, there was an extended time involved. Jesus ‘instruction of the twelve was no crash 

course, like the final panic before an examination .It had begun before he formally called 

the twelve of them (they already belonged to a group who were following him, Lk.6:13), 

and it had continued until the crucifixion and even afterwards .It relied on a brief period 

of intense communication- more of a slow cooker than a microwave.  

• Second, there was a high degree of commitment and intimacy involved. Even though one 

of the twelve disciples was going to betray him, he made a clear distinction between them 

and the wider circles of his followers (Mk. 4:34).  

• Third, there was a clear focus in Jesus’ method .While he must have touched the lives of 

a great number of people; he was content to make a significant impact on the lives of just 

a few. This aspect of Jesus’ work has been widely ignored in Christian youth work ‘and it 

is one to which we will return. Majority of churches in the rural areas are overwhelmed 

by the needs of the young people since they think that they can work out a ministry for 

them all. The trick is to mentor a few. 



 
 
 

 

Conclusion 

Youth ministry is an important, indispensable ministry for the church. Young people are 

the future leaders of the church. May the Lord give churches everywhere the vision to win the 

souls of more youths and to keep them from getting lost in the secular world. 

Socialisation of young people is a complex process and various factors determine their 

successful integration into society. One of them is cultural expression. Young people seek a 

sense of stability to make up for the personal experience of change and a sense of self-esteem to 

compensate for the experience of powerlessness that they go through during youthful stage. The 

socialization process is very poor. Youth do well when they are set free to discover themselves. 

 

1. Ministers are overloaded and thus concentrate on ministries that define their survival. 

They are not equipped to minister to a specific group. 

2. Church and program are not designed to meet the needs of the rural youths. The 

programmes are designed for them not with them. 

3. Churches treat youths as visitors always. They are not entrusted with anything within the 

church and so they tend to see the church as a place for others. In other words the church 

has it owners. They have not been taught to own the church. 

4. The churches do not have a space for youth to make mistakes. Skinner, a psychologist 

adds the idea of learning and re-learning. One can learn a habit but must also be allowed 

to re-learn another better one.   

 



 
 
 

Rural work can also be isolating, and it is crucial to maintain strong professional networks 

both with other professionals within your community and with other youth workers elsewhere. 

Thankfully, in the age of the internet and email, this is easier to do. 
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